Q: - Read the poem and fill in the blanks with correct describing word:-

My house is red- a little house,
A happy child am I.
I laugh and play, the whole day long
I hardly ever cry.
I have a tree, a green green tree
To shade me from the sun.

Now, fill in the following blanks-

1) My house is r___.

2) A h__  _  _ child am I.

3) A  l__  _ _ house.

4) I laugh and play the w__  _ _ day long.

5) I have a g__  _ _ tree.
Q- Identify the picture and complete the spellings using the vowels a, e, i, o, u.

1) A
   C__T

2) B
   P__N

3) L
   L__P

4) P
   P__T

5) U
   S__N

T__P

B__D

S__X

D__G

C__P